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Realization of biquadratic impedances with at most four elements
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Abstract: This paper considers the realizability problem of biquadratic impedances with at most four elements. To
solve the problem, the necessary and sufﬁcient realizability condition for no more than three elements is obtained by
some topological properties derived previously. Furthermore, the constraints on the possible realizations are used to ﬁnd
out the networks which can cover all the cases, and they are classiﬁed as several quartets. Finally, investigating one of
the networks in each quartet yields the necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a network to be realized with at most four
elements.
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1 ᓩ㿔(Introduction)
޴ᑈࠡ,᭛ [7, 23]ᦤߎњৡЎᛃᆍ (inerter)ⱘ᮴
⑤ᴎẄܗӊᑊ䇈ᯢ݊ৃ೼᮴⑤ᴎẄ᥻ࠊЁ݋᳝ᕜད
ⱘᑨ⫼. ℸܗӊⱘࡼ࡯ᄺᮍ⿟Ў F = b(v˙1 − v˙2), ݊
Ё F Ўϸッফ࡯, v1 ঞ v2 Ўϸッ⚍ⱘ䗳ᑺ, b Ўᛃ
ᆍ䞣; ᭛ [19, 23] ᇍ݊݋ԧ⠽⧚ᵘ䗴䖯㸠њҟ㒡. 䖥
ᑈᴹ, ᇚᛃᆍᑨ⫼Ѣ䔺䕚 ᣖ [20, 24, 28] ǃᨽᠬ䔺䕀৥
᥻ࠊ [8, 9] ঞޣ䳛 [23] ㄝ乚ඳⱘⷨおᏆপᕫњ䭓䎇ⱘ
䖯ሩ. ঺໪, ᛃᆍⱘᅮНᅠ୘њ⬉䏃㔥㒰ϢᴎẄ㔥㒰





Ёᑨሑ䞣䙓ܡᴴᴚⱘՓ⫼ [6, 23],಴ℸҙ৿⬉䰏 (䰏ሐ
఼)ǃ⬉ᆍ (ᛃᆍ) ঞ⬉ᛳ (ᔍㇻ) ⱘ᮴⑤㔥㒰㓐ড়䯂
乬᳔݋ⷨおӋؐ;ᑊফぎ䯈ǃ䞡䞣ঞԧ⿃ㄝ಴㋴ⱘᕅ
ડ, 䳔㽕᠔ᕫࠄⱘ㔥㒰৿᳝ሑৃ㛑ᇥⱘܗӊ. ⬅ Bott
䗮䆃԰㗙: 䰜ᖫᔎ.
ঞ Dufﬁn ᦤߎⱘᅲ⦄ᮍ⊩ [2] ৃҹⳟߎ, ӏᛣℷᅲߑ
᭄ഛৃ⬅ҙ৿᳝䰤Ͼ⬉䰏ǃ⬉ᆍঞ⬉ᛳⱘ㔥㒰ᅲ⦄;
ডПѺ✊. Ԛ಴ᄬ೼ⴔ໻䞣ⱘܗӊݫԭ,ᬙᅲ⫼ᗻ䕗
Ꮒ. ሑㅵ೼᭛ [2] Пৢজߎ⦄њ໻䞣ⱘⷨお៤ᵰ, ՟
བ, Seshu ㄝᄺ㗙ᇚ೒䆎ⱘᮍ⊩ᓩܹࠄњ㔥㒰㓐ড়П









䯂乬, ᭛ [11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 25, 26, 27] ᳒Ⳍ㒻ᇍ݊䖯
㸠䖛ⷨお. ᳔䖥, Chen ੠ Smith ೼᭛ [4] Ё߽⫼ܗӊ




















Ds2 + Es+ F
, (1)
݊Ё A, B, C, D, E, F ≥ 0.݊Ўℷᅲߑ᭄ⱘܙߚᖙ㽕
ᴵӊЎ (
√





䯂乬, ҙ䳔䅼䆎 A, B, C, D, E, F > 0. 㢹ҸK :=
(AF − CD)2 − (AE − BD)(BF − CE),䙷Мߑ᭄ (1)









a′,Ⳍᑨⱘ೒䆄Ў G. ࡆ䲚 (a, a′)ৃᇚ GߚЎᄤ೒ G1
ঞ G2,ᅗӀߚ߿ࣙ৿ッ⚍ aঞ a′ [22]. 䏃Ϣࡆ䲚ⱘ݋
ԧᅮНৃখ㾕᭛ [22].ḍ᥂Ꮖ᳝ⱘϔѯ㒧䆎ৃ᥼ߎ㛑
໳ᅲ⦄䰏ᡫߑ᭄ (1)ⱘ㔥㒰᠔݋᳝ⱘᢧᠥᗻ䋼.
ᓩ⧚1. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0. య Z(s)ࢶಬຣนྡྷժࣇฉ৮ N ,०ժԤדι
ޚน aރ a′, ႕ N ྡྷՇϢӉၽဎྡྷफԨࢦ၍ߑൎᆦ
юԅা (a, a′)ރىނ (a, a′).
ᄃੜ. ؛䆒ᄬ೼⬅ϔ㉏⬉ᡫܗӊ᠔㒘៤ⱘ䏃 (a, a′)៪
ࡆ䲚 (a, a′). ⬅᭛ [21]ৃⶹ,㔥㒰 N ⱘ䰏ᡫߑ᭄ϔᅮ




ᓩ⧚2. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0. ઊਙ Z(s)ྡྷՇํ֥ಬຣน࡮ပ෍ 1ൎವࠒٲ
ԅฉ৮.
ᄃੜ. ⬅᭛ [14] ৃⶹ, ᇍѢ೒ 1(a) ᠔⼎ⱘ㔥㒰, ݊䰏
ᡫߑ᭄ⱘ᠔᳝ᵕ⚍ഛ೼㰮䕈 s = jω៪ s = ∞Ϟ. ᰒ
✊,བᵰℸߑ᭄ЎঠѠ⃵ (1)ⱘᔶᓣ,䙷Мᖙᄬ೼Ў 0
ⱘ㋏᭄. ৠḋ,೒ 1(b)ⱘ䰏ᡫߑ᭄ⱘ᠔᳝䳊⚍ഛ೼㰮




ᓩ⧚3. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ઊਙ Z(s)ࢶဈᆫտ 3ّ၍ߑࣿಬຣԅѩדΡ
ྑඨߑนK = 0.
ᄃੜ. ѩד໿. 㢹 K = 0,䙷М (1)ϔᅮৃҹㅔ࣪Ўঠ
㒓ᗻⱘᔶᓣ,े Z(s) = (a0s+ a1)/(d0s+ d1),݊Ё a0,
a1, d0, d1 > 0. 䗮䖛 Foster Preamble, Z(s)ϔᅮৃᅲ⦄
ЎϔϾ⬉䰏,៪೒ 2᠔⼎㔥㒰.
Ρྑ໿. ҙ䳔䅼䆎೒ 3Ёⱘᢧᠥ㒧ᵘ,݊ᅗ㒧ᵘ
ϔᅮϢПᇍي. ᇍѢ೒ 3(a), ݊ଃϔⱘᬃ䏃ҙৃ㛑Ў
⬉䰏. ৺߭ᇚѻ⫳ L៪ C ࡆ䲚 (a, a′),Ң㗠ḍ᥂ᓩ⧚
1,݊ϔᅮ᮴⊩ᅲ⦄㋏᭄ഛЎℷⱘঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ (1).
ᇍѢ೒ 3(b), ೒ 3(c)ঞ೒ 3(d)㗠㿔, ᥦ䰸ᘏ㛑ㄝӋЎ
᳈ᇥܗӊⱘᚙᔶ, ৺߭֓Ӯ䞡໡䅼䆎. ݡḍ᥂ᓩ⧚ 1
ঞᓩ⧚ 2ৃⶹ,⒵䎇ᴵӊⱘ㔥㒰ϔᅮϡ݋᳝೒ 3(b)ঞ
೒ 3(c)᠔⼎ⱘᢧᠥ㒧ᵘ;೒ 3(d)ⱘᬃ䏃 1ҙৃ㛑Ў⬉
䰏, ᬃ䏃 2 ঞᬃ䏃 3 Ё᳝ 1 Ͼ⬉䰏ঞ 1 Ͼ⬉ᡫܗӊ.
Ң㗠ৃᕫ೒ 2(a)ঞ೒ 2(c)᠔⼎㔥㒰.᳔ৢḍ᥂ᇍيᗻ




Ўњㅔ࣪䅼䆎,ৃҹ؛䆒 K = 0. Ң㗠㔥㒰㟇ᇥ
৿ 4Ͼܗӊ.ϟ䴶, ܜ㒭ߎ೼ℸ؛䆒ϟⱘ㔥㒰ⱘ݊ᅗ
ϔѯ䰤ࠊᴵӊ.
ᓩ⧚4. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
















೒ 1: ᓩ⧚ 2Ё᠔䅼䆎ⱘ㔥㒰㒧ᵘ.




























ᓩ⧚5. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ய K = 0. ఢڴ Z(s)ࢶಬຣนങ၍ߑฉ৮,ઊ
ਙҮฉ৮ᄯԨࢦ၍ߑԅ೴२ྡྷՇน 2ّݧ 3ّ.
ᄃੜ. ؛䆒⬉ᡫܗӊⱘ᭄䞣ϡ䍙䖛 1Ͼ,䙷М⬅᭛ [1]
ৃⶹ, Z(s) ⱘ⃵᭄ϔᅮϡ䍙䖛 1, Ң㗠ϔᅮৃ࣪Ўঠ
㒓ᗻⱘᔶᓣ, 䖭Ϣ K = 0Ⳍ⶯Ⳓ. 䖯ϔℹ,؛䆒㔥㒰
৿᳝ 4Ͼ⬉ᡫܗӊ,े㔥㒰ᰃ᮴ᤳⱘ,䙷М Z(s)ⱘ᠔
᳝ᵕ⚍ഛ೼㰮䕈៪ s = ∞Ϟ [13].Ң㗠,Ϣ᠔᳝ⱘ㋏᭄
ഛЎℷⳌ⶯Ⳓ.
ᅮ⧚1. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ய K = 0. ႕ Z(s)ࢶಬຣนങ၍ߑฉ৮ԅѩ
דΡྑඨߑน Z(s)ಾ෍ 4, ෍ 5, ރ෍ 6ᄯᄠ౲ྡྷّ
ฉ৮ԅᆥࢦۆ೴.
























೒ 6: ᅮ⧚ 1Ёᦤࠄⱘ㄀ϝϾಯߚඳ(ᄬ೼䞡ড়).
݊ᅗৃḍ᥂ᇍيᗻᕫࠄ. ⬅Ѣ㔥㒰Ёҙ᳝⬉䰏ǃ
⬉ᆍঞ⬉ᛳϝ㉏ܗӊ,Ң㗠೒ 7(a)Ёϔᅮᄬ೼ৠ㉏ܗ
ӊ䖯㸠І㘨, ḍ᥂ᓩ⧚ 4, ҹ೒ 7(a) Ў㒧ᵘⱘӏԩ㔥
㒰ഛ᮴⊩ᅲ⦄ঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ (1), ݊Ё A, B, C, D,
E, F > 0 Ϩ K = 0, ᬙᇚ݊ᥦ䰸. ᇍѢ೒ 7(b), ᰒ✊
ᬃ䏃 1ঞᬃ䏃 2ഛЎࡆ䲚(a, a′),⬅ᓩ⧚ 1ৃⶹ,ᬃ䏃
1ঞᬃ䏃 2া㛑Ў⬉䰏. Ң㗠,ḍ᥂ᓩ⧚ 4ᇚ݊ᥦ䰸.
ৠḋ,ḍ᥂ᓩ⧚ 1ৃⶹ,೒ 7(c)ঞ೒ 7(d)ⱘᬃ䏃 1ϔ
ᅮЎ⬉䰏. ⬅ᓩ⧚ 2ৃⶹ,ᬃ䏃 2, 3, 4ϡৃ㛑ܼЎ⬉
ᡫܗӊ.ݡ㒧ড়ᓩ⧚ 5,⹂ᅮ݊⬉ᡫ᭄Ў 2. ḍ᥂ᓩ⧚
1ঞᓩ⧚ 4ৃⶹ,೒ 7(c)ⱘϸϾ⬉ᡫܗӊϔᅮϡৠ㉏,
৺߭֓ᄬ೼ৠ㉏ܗӊІ㘨៪⬅ϔ㉏⬉ᡫܗӊ㒘៤ⱘ




ಯߚඳ.ᇍѢ೒ 7(e),⬅ᓩ⧚ 2ঞᓩ⧚ 4ৃⶹ,Ꮊেϸ
Ͼᄤ೒৘㞾ᄬ೼Ϩҙ᳝ϔϾ⬉䰏. ݡ⬅ᓩ⧚ 1 ৃⶹ,
ϸϾ⬉ᡫϔᅮϡৠ㉏,৺߭֓ᄬ೼ϔᴵ L䏃 (a, a′)៪
C 䏃 (a, a′). Ң㗠,ҙৃ㛑Ў೒ 5(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰,݊ᇍᑨ
ⱘಯߚඳབ೒ 5᠔⼎. ঺໪, ḍ᥂ [14, 18]ৃⶹ, ೒ 6
Ϣ೒ 8᠔⼎ಯߚඳЁⱘ㔥㒰ѦЎㄝӋ. Ң㗠, Z(s)ϔ
ᅮЎ೒ 4,೒ 5,ঞ೒ 6Ё㟇ᇥϔϾ㔥㒰ⱘ䰏ᡫߑ᭄.
ѩד໿.ৃҹ偠䆕,䗮䖛䗝পড়䗖ⱘܗӊؐ,೒ 4,
೒ 5,ঞ೒ 6Ё᠔⼎㔥㒰ഛৃҹᅲ⦄ঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄,





㔥㒰,ݡḍ᥂ᇍيᗻঞ s ↔ s−1֓ৃᕫࠄᭈϾಯߚඳ
Ё᠔᳝㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊ.佪ܜ㗗㰥೒ 4(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰.
ᅮ⧚2. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ய K = 0. ઊਙ Z(s)ࢶྻಬຣน෍ 4(a)ൎವ
ฉ৮ԅѩדΡྑඨߑน
AF < CD, (2)
AE2 + CD2 = ADF +BDE. (3)



























































Ꮖⶹ೒ 4(a)ৃҹᅲ⦄ঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ (1),݊Ё A, B,
C, D, E, F > 0,ϨK = 0.䙷М
R1C1L1 = kA, (9)
R1R2C1 + L1 = kB, (10)
R1 +R2 = kC, (11)
C1L1 = kD, (12)
R2C1 = kE, (13)
1 = kF, (14)





⬅ (9) ᓣঞ (12) ᓣৃⶹ R1 ⒵䎇 (4) ᓣ. ᇚ (15) ᓣঞ
(4) ᓣҷܹ㟇 (11) ᓣ, ৃⶹ R2 ⒵䎇 (5) ᓣ, Ң㗠ᴵӊ
(2)ϔᅮ៤ゟ. ݡᇚ (15)ᓣঞ (5)ᓣҷܹ㟇 (13)ᓣ,ৃ
ⶹ C1 ⒵䎇 (7)ᓣ. ᳔ৢ,㒧ড় (9)ᓣঞ (10)ᓣৃⶹ L1
⒵䎇 (6)ᓣ,Ң㗠ᴵӊ (3)ϔᅮ⒵䎇.
ѩד໿. 㗗㰥⒵䎇㒭ᅮᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄.
Ҹ೒ 4(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘܗӊؐR1, R2, L1,ঞ C1ߚ߿প
(4), (5), (6)ঞ (7), kপ (15).ᰒ✊,ܗӊؐഛЎℷ,Ϩᴵ
ӊ (9)㟇 (14)ϔᅮ៤ゟ. Ң㗠, (8)Ϣ (1)ϔᅮⳌㄝ,े
⒵䎇ᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵ߑ᭄ϔᅮৃᅲ⦄Ў೒ 4(a) ᠔⼎㔥
㒰,Ϩܗӊؐৃ㸼⼎Ў (4), (5), (6)ঞ (7)ᓣ.
᥹ⴔ,㗗㰥೒ 5(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊ.
ᅮ⧚3. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ய K = 0. ઊਙ Z(s)ࢶྻಬຣน෍ 5(a)ൎವ
ฉ৮ԅѩדΡྑඨߑน





















2 + L1(R1 +R2)s+R1R2
R1L1C1s2 + (L1 +R1R2C1)s+R2
. (21)
߭
R1R2L1C1 = kA, (22)
L1(R1 +R2) = kB, (23)
R1R2 = kC, (24)
R1L1C1 = kD, (25)
L1 +R1R2C1 = kE, (26)
R2 = kF, (27)
݊Ё k > 0. ⬅ (24)ᓣঞ (27)ᓣ, ৃⶹ R1 ⒵䎇 (17).













D(C + kF 2)
BC
. (29)





᳔ৢ,ᇚϞᓣߚ߿ҷܹ㟇 (27), (28), (29),ঞ (26)ᓣ,ৃ
ⶹ R2, L1,ঞ C1 ߚ߿⒵䎇 (18), (19),ঞ (20)ᓣ,Ϩᴵ
ӊ (16)៤ゟ.
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ѩד໿. 㗗㰥⒵䎇㒭ᅮᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄.
Ҹ೒ 5(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘܗӊؐR1, R2, L1,ঞ C1ߚ߿প
(17), (18), (19),ঞ (20)ᓣ;Ҹ k⒵䎇(30)ᓣ.ᰒ✊,᠔᳝
ⱘܗӊؐഛЎℷ.⬅Ѣ⒵䎇ᴵӊ (16),㒣䅵ㅫৃⶹ (22)
㟇 (27)ᓣϔᅮ៤ゟ. ಴ℸ, (21)ᓣϢ (1)ᓣⳌㄝ,े⒵
䎇ᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵ߑ᭄ϔᅮৃᅲ⦄Ў೒ 5(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰,
Ϩܗӊؐৃ㸼⼎Ў (17), (18), (19)ঞ (20)ᓣ.
᳔ৢ,㗗㰥೒ 6(a)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊ.
ᅮ⧚4. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0,ய K = 0. ઊਙ Z(s)ࢶྻಬຣน෍ 6(a)ൎವ
ฉ৮ԅѩדΡྑඨߑน
AF = CD, (31)

























L1C1(R1 +R2) = kA, (38)
R1R2C1 = kB, (39)
R1 +R2 = kC, (40)
L1C1 = kD, (41)
R2C1 = kE, (42)
1 = kF, (43)






























㸼 1: ঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ (1)ᅲ⦄Ў೒ 4,೒ 5,ঞ೒ 6Ё㔥㒰ⱘ
ܙߚᖙ㽕ᴵӊ. (㄀Ѡ߫Ў↣Ͼ㔥㒰೼᭛ [15]ЁⱘⳌᑨ㓪ো. )
㔥㒰 [15] 㛑໳ᅲ⦄ঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ⱘܙߚᖙ㽕ᴵӊ
೒ 4(a) 87 AF < CD, AE2 + CD2 = ADF +BDE
೒ 4(b) 88 AF < CD, FB2 +DC2 = ACF +BCE
೒ 4(c) 63 CD < AF , CE2 +AF 2 = CDF +BEF
೒ 4(d) 62 CD < AF ,DB2 + FA2 = ACD +ABE
೒ 5(a) 96 (AF + CD)2 +B2DF = BE(AF + CD)
೒ 5(b) 97 (AF + CD)2 + E2AC = BE(AF + CD)
೒ 6(a) 71 AF = CD, BF < CE
೒ 6(b) 74 AF = CD, CE < BF
⬅Ϟ䴶ϝϾㄝᓣ,ৃ㾷ᕫ R1, R2,ঞ C1. ᅗӀߚ߿ৃ
㸼⼎Ў (33), (34), ঞ (36) ᓣ. ಴ℸ, ᴵӊ (32) ϔᅮ៤
ゟ.᳔ৢ,ḍ᥂ (45),ৃⶹ L1⒵䎇 (35)ᓣ.
ѩד໿. 㗗㰥⒵䎇㒭ᅮᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄.
Ҹ೒ 6(a) ᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘܗӊؐ R1, R2, L1, ঞ C1 ߚ߿
প (33), (34), (35),ঞ (36)ᓣ; kপ (44). ⬅Ѣᴵӊ (32)
៤ゟ,ᬙ᠔᳝ⱘܗӊؐഛЎℷ. জ⬅Ѣ⒵䎇ᴵӊ (31),
Ң㗠 (38) 㟇 (43) ᓣϔᅮ៤ゟ. ಴ℸ, (37) ᓣϢ (1) ᓣ
Ⳍㄝ,े⒵䎇ᴵӊⱘঠѠ⃵䰏ᡫߑ᭄ϔᅮৃᅲ⦄Ў೒
6(a) ᠔⼎㔥㒰, Ϩܗӊؐৃ㸼⼎Ў (33), (34), (35), ঞ
(36)ᓣ.
ḍ᥂ᇍيᗻ, ೒ 4(d)᠔⼎㔥㒰ৃᅲ⦄ Z(s)ⱘܙ
ߚᖙ㽕ᴵӊᰃ Z−1(s) ৃᅲ⦄Ў೒ 4(a). ಴ℸ, ݊ᅲ
⦄ᴵӊৃҹ⬅ᅮ⧚ 2 ⱘᴵӊ䗮䖛㋏᭄বᤶ: A ↔ D,
B ↔ E,ঞ C ↔ F ᕫࠄ.೒ 4(c)Ёⱘ㔥㒰ৃᅲ⦄ Z(s)
ⱘܙߚᖙ㽕ᴵӊᰃ೒ 4(a)ৃᅲ⦄ Z(s−1). ಴ℸ,݊ᅲ
⦄ᴵӊৃҹ⬅ᅮ⧚ 2ⱘᴵӊ䗮䖛㋏᭄বᤶ:A ↔ Cঞ
D ↔ F ᕫࠄ. ৠ⧚,ৃᕫ݊ᅗಯߚඳЁ㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵ
ӊ, བ㸼 1᠔⼎, ݊Ё㄀Ѡ߫Ў↣Ͼ㔥㒰೼᭛ [15] Ё
ⱘⳌᑨ㓪ো.䖯㗠,ৃᕫབϟᅮ⧚.
ᅮ⧚5. ࢩৎഀ֝ұᆥࢦۆ೴ (1),ୣᄯ A, B, C, D, E,
F > 0. ઊਙ Z(s)ࢶྻဈᆫտ 4ّ၍ߑࣿಬຣԅѩד
Ρྑඨߑนᄠ౲ఢຏྡྷّඨߑюो:
(a) K = 0;
(b) AF = CD;
(c) AF < CD, யਁᆠ AE2 + CD2 = ADF +
BDEݧ FB2 +DC2 = ACF +BCE;
(d)AF > CD,யਁᆠCE2+AF 2 = CDF+BEF
ݧ DB2 + FA2 = ACD +ABE;
(e) (AF + CD)2 + B2DF = BE(AF + CD) ݧ
(AF + CD)2 + E2AC = BE(AF + CD).
ᄃੜ. Ρྑ໿. བᵰ Z(s) ৃ⫼᳔໮ 3 Ͼܗӊᅲ⦄,
䙷Мḍ᥂ᓩ⧚ 3, ৃⶹ K = 0, े⒵䎇ᴵӊ (a). བ
ᵰZ(s)া㛑ᅲ⦄Ўಯܗӊ㔥㒰, ߭ K = 0. ݡḍ᥂ᅮ
⧚ 1, Z(s)ৃᅲ⦄Ў೒ 4, ೒ 5, ঞ೒ 6Ё㟇ᇥϔ⾡㔥
㒰. ↣⾡㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊབ㸼 1᠔⼎. ⬅೒ 6᠔⼎㔥
㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊৃᕫᴵӊ (b).೒ 4(a,b)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄
ᴵӊᕫࠄᴵӊ (c).⬅೒ 4(c,d)᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊৃ
ᕫᴵӊ (d).⬅೒ 5᠔⼎㔥㒰ⱘᅲ⦄ᴵӊᕫࠄᴵӊ (e).
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ѩד໿. 㢹ᴵӊ (a)៤ゟ,߭⬅ᓩ⧚ 3, Z(s)ϔᅮ
ৃ⫼᳔໮ 3Ͼܗӊᅲ⦄.㢹ᴵӊ (b)៤ゟ,߭݊ϔᅮৃ
ᅲ⦄Ў೒ 6,៪⒵䎇K = 0.ৠḋഄ,ḍ᥂㸼 1ৃⶹ,བ
ᵰᴵӊ (c), (d), ঞ (e)ߚ߿៤ゟ, ߭ Z(s)ߚ߿ৃᅲ⦄
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